Abstract. In this paper, we present a protocol for collaborative translation, where two non-bilingual people who use different languages collaborate to perform the task of translation using machine translation (MT) services. Members in one real life example of intercultural collaboration try to share information more effectively by modifying unnatural machine translated sentences manually and improving their fluency. However, there are two problems with this method: One is that poor quality of translation can induce misinterpretations, and the other is that phrases in the machine translated sentence that a person cannot make sense of remain unmodified. The proposed protocol is designed to solve these problems. More concretely, one person, who handles the source language and knows the original sentence (source language side), evaluates the adequacy between the original sentence and the translation of the sentence modified to be fluent by the other person, who handles the target language (target language side). In addition, by determining whether the meaning of the machine translated sentence is understandable, it is ensured that the two non-bilingual people do above tasks properly. As a result, this protocol 1) improves MT quality; and 2) terminates successfully only when the translation result becomes adequate and fluent. The experiment results show that when the protocol terminates successfully, the quality of the translation increases to about 83 percent in JapaneseEnglish translation and 91 percent in Japanese-Chinese translation.
Introduction
Internationalization and the spread of the Internet are increasing our chances of seeing and hearing many languages. As a result, the number of multilingual groups where the native languages of the members differ is increasing. In the past, communication in such groups typically took place in one language, which was in many cases English. However, members who are required to communicate in a non-native language frequently find communication difficult [ Similar kinds of problems are caused in real fields of intercultural collaboration. Members of one NPO group try to share information by modifying unnatural machine translated sentences manually and improving their fluency. However, there are two problems in this method: One is that poor quality of translation can induce misinterpretations, and the other is that phrases in the machine translated sentence that a person cannot make sense of remain unmodified. These problems cause mutual misinterpretation in such collaboration.
In this paper we present the protocol of collaborative translation, where two non-bilingual people who use different languages collaborate to perform the task of translation with an MT system. In the past, only bilingual people could determine whether a translated sentence has the same meaning as a corresponding source sentence. However, the protocol presented in this paper does not assume the presence of bilingual people, and is designed to solve two above-mentioned problems. As a result, the collaborative translation protocol 1) improves MT quality; and 2) terminates successfully only when the translation result becomes adequate and fluent.
The key idea of this protocol is to clarify the task of one person, who handles the source language (source language side) and of another person, who handles the target language (target language side). The target language side modifies the machine translated sentence to improve its fluency. The source language side evaluates the adequacy between the back-translation of the modified sentence and the source sentence. In addition, by determining whether the meaning of the machine translated sentence is understandable, it is ensured that two nonbilingual people do the above tasks properly.
The phenomenon which is observed in this protocol is similar to "coordinated attack problem [Halpern 90]" which is often cited in regards to the problems in the distributed environment such as multi-agent systems. We will show that although it has been proven that common knowledge cannot be attained in such an environment, this kind of problem is solved in collaborative translation protocol by adopting one heuristic.
This protocol ensures that it will most likely output good translations when terminating successfully. However, even if the protocol terminates successfully, the translation results may not be perfect because of human factors, characteristics of MTs, and interlinguistic characteristics. We evaluated the success rate and the reliability of the collaborative translation protocol in an experiment described in chapter 4.
